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		Witches, dragons, bean stalks, and castles are common features in fairy tales that stimulate the child’s imagination and personal growth, while quenching their thirst for awe and wonder. Many authors of children’s works strive to fulfill “the hope that childhood might be redeemed, not innocent childhood, but a childhood rich in adventure and opportunities or self-exploration and self-determination” (Zipes Sticks x). C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkein are two writers who have met and surpassed this goal by writing brilliant fantasy-myth works. Particularly The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, by Lewis and The Hobbit, by Tolkien -- which are two works that have transcended age, time and place. These works are marked by the world as “children’s literature,” although each of the authors would conclude there should never be a section of literature limited solely to children. With this understanding I will evaluate the effects of these works on children only for the reason of time limitation, not because these works are relevant only in the lives of children. 
	Lewis had no immediate child audience for his books. He was a bachelor until he was nearly 60. That he even wrote for children was probably due largely to the example of Tolkien whose stories Lewis greatly admired (Carpenter 310). Both gentlemen were raised in England and were dearly fond of reading, especially fairy tales, from a young age. Tolkien’s mother, who gave him his early education, introduced him to the Fairy Books of Andrew Lang and George MacDonald (530). It is not a surprise that these lovers of literature turned out to be two of the most influential writers of the century, especially among children. 
	Lewis and Tolkien ushered in the present popularity of the genre of fantasy and argued that they wrote fairy tales because the fairy tale seemed the ideal form for the stuff that needed to be said (Bloom 87). Some people write children’s literature and feel that books in the “children’s section” are too simplistic for adult tastes. Many would even argue that children’s books are not even relevant nor do they have anything to offer in the lives of grown adults. Lewis and Tolkien strongly disagreed with this opinion. Their “children’s books” have impacted both adults and children equally. All historians of children’s literature agree in placing The Hobbit and The Chronicles of Narnia among the very highest achievements of children’s authors during the 20th century (Carpenter 531). 
Fairy Tales help Children comprehend universal situations 
	In an important study Out of Garden: Toys and Children‘s Culture in the Age of TV Marketing, Stephen Kline argues that, “childhood is a condition defined by powerlessness and dependence upon the adult community’s directives and guidance” (Zipes Sticks 3). The powerlessness and dependency that a child feels can be frustrating and incomprehensible to an adult. Both child and adult are left frustrated as the child attempts to understand universal situations in a complex, “adult-like” manner. Yet, the fairy tale allows the child to embark on an imaginary world that will offer them order and meaning. Children’s turning to the tale is no casual recreation or pleasant diversion; instead “it is an insistent search for an ordered world more satisfying than the real one, a sober striving to deal with the crisis of experience they are undergoing” (Zipes Subversion 178). 
Many adults are called “child-like” and many children are called “too old for their age” but the most distinguishing factor between an actual child and adult is the life experience one has over the other. The question that is asked is: Can adults, who are grown with years of experience communicate to children on a level in which is captivating and educational as well as entertaining? Many adults do not have this ability and children are left feeling disconnected from society, with their confidence low and their ability to comprehend “adult situations” skewed.
	Chris Chamberlain, an eleven year old boy from Benson Elementary School, said, “When I was born, the first thing my parents told me was ‘Hi.’ The next thing was probably, ‘Rule number one’” (Zipes Sticks 2). Fairy tales give children new insight on how things should operate without the “adult rules” lingering over their heads. In The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe Edmund learns the necessity of trust and the severity of lying. Without saying to a child, “thou shall not lie” fairy tales allow them to see the bonuses and consequences of virtues followed and disobeyed. 
	Fairy Tales allow children to come to their own consensus of right and wrong, good and evil, without parents spewing words that often go in one ear and out the other. This is not to say that fairy tales should take the place of adult guidance and supervision, but this gives children their own freedom to understand and create their own set of morals through stories, characters and places that become personal and authentic to them. 
	One of the most difficult struggles in humankind is the individual’s need to understand their purpose in relation to the world and those around them. We begin this struggle in childhood and it continues through adulthood. It is a challenge for parents to help their children find meaning in their lives, and it can be just as frustrating for children to express questions and emotions as well as understand universal situations at such young ages. But, it is important not to underestimate the ability a child has to understand and comprehend universal situations. It is through different means though, a means that children can better relate to, that their world-views are established. 
	Lewis and Tolkien only “wrote for children” in the sense that they tried to use simpler language and less complex sentences. But, not for one second did they underestimate the child’s ability to comprehend greater universal problems such as arguments with siblings, the struggle to do what is right in a tempting situation, the difficulty of pushing forward with an important task even though one may be tired and exhausted. They did not feel it was important for a tale to have a moral “doctrinaire resolution” but in order for it to be liberating it must reflect a process of struggle. They never doubted children’s ability to comprehend, even beyond the ability of an adult, the significance and impact that fairy stories have in our every day lives. 
With their use of covert Christian themes and their admission of profound topics such as “sacrifice, death and resurrection, the nature of evil, the measure of faith, the divine creation and ending of a world, and the quest for the divine” The Chronicles bring into children’s literature an “adult profundity of which it had long been felt incapable.” (Bloom 94). Children often understand and find the second meaning of a fairy tale without “outside” help. The strength of The Chronicles is that Lewis is able to integrate vivid characters and adventures in such a way that it is possible to read the narrative “without becoming aware of any further significance.” The apparently small — a fairy tale, a little world called Narnia, a group of contemporary children - can contain the very large (95). The art of story telling and fairy tales allows children to enjoy themselves and imagine life beyond their limited understanding of the world, while at the same time, hammer out issues of moral and relational interactions (94). 

Fairy Tales Give Children a Greater Sense of Self 
	All children need stories to help build feelings of success, achievement and self-esteem. Young children need, “character models - human, animal or machine - to help build their own feelings of “I can” and to combat the “too little,” “too young” “too small” and “just wait” rebuffs they continually meet” (Burke 34). In The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, for example, the four children, along with the help of Aslan are able to overcome the White Witch and save Narnia, even though they are young. Society often discounts the ability of children intellectually and physically because of their age and stature. Yet, in fairy tales and fantasy it is often the younger child who helps conquer evil or the smaller person who rises above unjust oppression. 
	Bettleheim is an educator and therapist of severely disturbed children and he has desired to help these children find meaning in their lives, for he feels if a child finds their life meaningful then they will be much more content in living. There are various factors which contribute to this process of helping a child find meaning. Parents and care-givers have an enormous effect on the development of the child’s imagination. Yet, he feels it is,” literature that carries such information best” (Bettleheim 269). Psychological problems occur at a very young age as a child attempts to form a world-view with multiple ideas that will construct their imagination. A child can begin to understand that which takes place around him by “becoming familiar with it through spinning out daydreams- ruminating, rearranging, and fantasizing about suitable story elements in response to unconscious pressures” (272). The child does not cope with these changes by rational comprehension of the nature and content of his unconsciousness. 
	Lewis did not feel it was the author’s responsibility to instill a moral in a tale. He felt that fairy stories impose their own morals. It is not the duty of the author to strive to communicate a specific moral, but rather the author must tell a noble story and allow the characters to speak truth. Only then will the moral be found and discovered by the children. Fairy tales allow children to reflect and analyze situations on their own and this helps them develop their own sense of self and accomplishment.
	Margaret Patterson Hannay explains that Lewis felt, “that art should teach by delighting, by making the reader enchanted with an ideal.” She further explained that, “Emotions should be evoked in order to develop the imagination, so that the person can conceive of a higher level of existence” (Bloom 89). Lewis found a need to write fairy tales that stimulated the desire of goodness, to be good, and this is a wonderful thing for children to grasp. So often, and unfortunately, fairy stories are written in such a way where the evil person always seems more appealing than the “good person.” Yet, in The Chronicles of Narnia, this is not the case. The good character, goodness, seems more appealing and desirable than the evil characters. 
	“When he [Lewis] presents the heroism of Peter and the treachery of Edmund, what child would not rather be Peter than Edmund?” (Bloom 92). There are multiple examples where the children are presented with challenging situations and the “good road” always seems more appealing. Most writers make the bad characters seem more appealing than the good ones but Lewis felt this was a poor perspective for people, especially children. Lewis had a clear and acute sense of goodness. He says we have been deceived by, “that prosaic moralism which confines goodness to the region of Law and Duty (90). Although evil can be tempting and luring, Lewis thought it vital to communicate doing good was not only a better decision, it was also just as exciting. 
	Evil portrayed in The Hobbit is out of the ordinary of traditional fairy stories. There is no alliance on behalf of evil so there is none against it. Dwarves, elves, and men act mainly for their selfish interest, initially, yet when they form a coalition they are on the pursuit of goodness (192). The conflict between good and evil absolute evil — in which the childhood heroes of fantasy are caught up and “taxed to the limit of their endurance” has become a common theme (Zipes Subversion 172). Yet, it is not merely the survival of good which is reflected in contemporary fairy tales but the fantastic projection for non-alienating living conditions (173). Yet, it is not merely the survival of good, which is reflected in the contemporary fairy tales but the fantastic projection of possibilities for non-alienating living conditions (172). 
	Narnia isn’t necessarily a place divided into good and evil, rather Lewis creates characters with traits of goodness or badness and sometimes both. Jadis the White Witch had so far committed herself to evil that she dared not come within a hundred miles of the tree planted in Narnia. Since Jadis had so long regarded people simply as pawns for her own evil ends, she grew pale and powerless in a quiet place. She could comprehend nothing a part from her own selfishness (Kilby 142). This is a striking illustration of law of growth towards values. By understanding the difference between goodness and evil, children are better able to understand their own actions and the effects they may have on people around them. 
	In his essay regarding children, Tolkien speaks of a Secondary World, a place the author creates, and the reader enters into. “What really happens is the story-maker proves a successful “sub- creator.” He makes a secondary world in which your mind can enter. Inside it, what he relates is “true”: it accords with the laws of the world. You therefore believe it, while you are, as it were, inside. The moment disbelief arises the spell is broken; the magic or rather art has failed.” He continued to say “Children are capable, of course, of literary belief when the story makers art is good enough to produce it.” (Tolkien 60). It is when children enter this second world, engaging in literary belief that they become a part of the story. They feel a sense of pride when characters rise to goodness and a sense of disappointment when the characters fail. Their sense of self and identity is intertwined with the characters as they digest the full experience of the fairy tale. 
The Power of Images in Fairy Tales 
	Fantasy elicits a sense of awe and wonder. The awe and wonder derive from the recognition of elements within the other world that “remind [children] of similar elements in our own world that [they] tend to forget - universal situations and everyman characters (archetypes), values and standards, and even the creatures and settings” (Tymn 38). After reading The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, every child’s imagination soars at the sight of wardrobes. This tangible, common object that many children had during the time when Lewis wrote this book opened a flood gate of wonder and curiosity for a new world. Lewis took the typical, the ordinary and transformed it in a way which fascinated children. 
	The classical fairy tales have not retained their appeal among children because they offer simple images and ordinary norms of civilization. They are so greatly appealing because they allow children to paint their own images of far off lands such as Middle Earth and Narnia. Fairy Tales have extraordinary power. This power focuses on the conscious level in the way all good fairy tales are aesthetically structured. The use of the fantastic and miraculous elements prepares children for everyday life while stimulating their sense of awe and wonder (Zipes Subversion 172). Magic is used not to deceive but to enlighten. It is quite difficult, if not impossible for the television to depict this same magic that children feel generated through the personal reading or listening of a fairy tale. 
	Images are vital to the development of any child and it is even through images that Lewis found himself stumbling among thoughts of Narnia. Some people seemed to think that Lewis began by asking himself how he could impose a moral on children and say something about Christianity. But this was not his thought process at all. For The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, Lewis fell in love with the images of the faun holding an umbrella. He fell in love with the form of the story, its beauty, its severe restraints on description, and its flexible traditionalism. He wrote a story that not only children would find enjoyable, but that he himself enjoyed, and found relevant to all humankind. He wrote with intention to stimulate wonder, imagination and curiosity in minds, especially young minds. 
	A television special based on Lewis’ The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe was broadcasted and the debate arose as to whether or not the medium of television can effectively, and convincingly depict the unique imaginary world of the fantastic (Tynm 34). It is through fairy stories, though, that Bruno Bettelheim, mentions that children are allowed to deal with “deep-rooted psychological problems and anxiety-provoking incidents to achieve autonomy” (Zipes Subversion 172). Not only are the personal images and the exercising of the imagination diluted when children choose television over books, but they are also robbed of the time they have for reflection and thinking, since they read at their own pace and take their time. 
	When an evaluation was done on the best selling books for children in 1990, they were: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, New Kids on the Block, Mary Ann and Too Many Boys (part of the babysitters club), Where’s Waldo, The Berenstain Bears, Charlotte’s Web, and Where the Wild Things Are. In all the books mentioned the works have been transformed into products first and foremost (7). Nowadays, children’s books are “formulaic and banal” yet publishers argue that as long as these books are getting children to read then that is “good in itself’ as though, “reading alone were a virtue unto itself’ (8). Many people write solely for children, as though children were their own separate race. Yet, as Lewis and Tolkien’s concept was, a book that isn’t worth reading at fifty years old isn’t worth reading at five years old. Our culture begins to take a head dive in the realm of literature for children when we label certain books “children’s literature.” It is as though we have sectioned off specific literature for specific people. Who knows, the next few generations may be exposed to “literature for short people,” “literature for brunettes.” Although children’s minds are less developed than adults, their concept of virtue and ability to imagine is far greater. Lewis and Tolkien wrote for humanity, therefore their books stretch the minds and imaginations of children. These men knew children were limited in vocabulary, but their understanding of greater concepts is not as underdeveloped as adults, it is just less exercised. 
	A research synthesis shows that viewing television more than ten hours a week has a definite negative effect on achievement for children in school. There was a 90-minute television version of Tolkien’s The Hobbit, which aired in the all of 1977. It signaled the beginning of a new era of fantasy programming. Although the writers and producers did their best to depict the story as accurately as possible, the adaptation disappointed those with preconceived mental pictures of the characters and settings of Middle Earth. After all, how can any animated version of a character like Gollum hope to match the version conjured up by the magic of Tolkien’s vivid description? (Tymn 34). 
	The notable behaviors of young children from three to eight years of age are activity, curiosity, experimentation, impatience, geocentricism, imagination, enthusiasm, unpredictability, and imitation. The language and content that fairy tales offer help meet the need children have for beauty, order and harmony. It is fulfilling this need that a sense of wonder, so prominent in young children, is kept alive. Madeline L’Engle, Newberry Medalist, has said that, “... one of the diseases to afflict this century is a sense of loss wonder.” (Burke 34). Television is a household commodity these days but it doesn’t leave much room for children’s imaginations to blossom. There have even been movies, children’s cartoons, made of both Lewis and Tolkien’s work. 
	Lewis associates wonder with distance. This is reflected in all of his fictional works and definitely in the Narnian tales. Lewis creates these other worlds, one being Narnia, because the “world had been so fully explored that there was no place left for wonder” (Manlove 238). In search of beauty, awe and terror, Lewis created a supernatural world that paralleled the world in which we live but was exaggerated with dense images and fantastic things. Wonder is most often stimulated in distance, Lewis would argue, and it is through the exploration of distance places in our imaginations the sense of awe and wonder, even among children, is ignited. 
	The Fairy Tale arouses longing of more ideal worlds and on the other hand gives the real world a new dimension of depth for (Kilby 116). Some people argue that fairy tales give children a false sense of reality of good vs. evil but this could not be further from the truth. A boy reading of woods, a forest, does not despise real woods because he has read of enchanted woods: the reading makes all the real woods a bit more enchanted (117). Fairy tales have the opportunity to stimulate children’s imaginations and ignite their passions and wonder. 
	Now, I think we can agree that literature and fairy tales are vital in the development of the child’s whole being. Yet, some may be wondering why Lewis and Tolkien are emphasized in this essay and focused on when choosing literature for young children. I am not one to say that literature by Lewis and Tolkien should be the only fairy stories children should consume. Although, it is crucial for them to digest various fairy stories, it must be known that most fairy tales are diluted in moral and meaning. 
	In The Chronicles of Narnia and The Hobbit, Lewis and Tolkien each created worlds and characters that provoked wonder and imagination in the minds of children. Through these fairy tales, children are better able to understand their position in the world in relation to those around them. These fairy tales offer children a separate world in which to escape – igniting their wonder imaginations. Often we worry what children will become tomorrow without realizing that they are already someone today. It is vital to nourish the child’s imagination, while instilling virtues of goodness and exposure to evil, in order for them to develop into effect beings and fairy tales are a fantastic form in which to communicate such necessities. 
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